Purpose: Alternative cleavage and polyadenylation (APA) of mRNAs is a phenomenon that alters 3 0 -untranslated region length leading to altered posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression. Changing APA patterns have been shown to result in misregulation of genes involved in carcinogenesis; therefore, we hypothesized that altered APA contributes to progression of colorectal cancer, and that measurement of APA may lead to discovery of novel biomarkers. Experimental Design: We used next-generation sequencing to directly measure global patterns of APA changes during colorectal carcinoma progression in 15 human patient samples. Results were validated in a larger cohort of 50 patients, including 5 normal/carcinoma pairs from individuals.
Introduction
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the second most common cause of cancer death in the Western world and consequently a major health care problem (1) . Decreased CRC mortality can be achieved by identification of novel diagnostic, predictive, and prognostic biomarkers and the development of new therapies. To date, most of the studies concerning identification of biomarkers in CRC have mainly focused on known molecular pathways and aberrations (i.e., mutation, methylation changes, DNA copy number alterations, and microRNAs) contributing to CRC pathogenesis (2-6). Conducting unbiased genome wide studies based on novel processes contributing to oncogene activation and tumor suppressor inactivation, rather than focusing on specific described pathways and molecular events, can lead to the identification of genes contributing to the initiation and progression of CRC, and consequently discovery of novel biomarkers (2) .
Aberrant posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression has been shown to play an important role in the maintenance of cancer cells by modulating oncogene activation and tumor suppressor inactivation (4) . Posttranscriptional regulation at the level of the mRNA is typically mediated by microRNAs (miRNA) and RNA-binding proteins that recognize and bind to elements within the 3 0 untranslated region (UTR) of an mRNA. The process of alternative cleavage and polyadenylation, or APA, can alter the expression of a gene by changing the length of the 3 0 UTR (UTR-APA) or producing an mRNA with a completely different 3 0 UTR [coding region APA (CR-APA)] (7). In UTR-APA 2 or more cleavage sites reside in one 3 0 UTR, whereas CR-APA results in a switch in a gene's 3 0 terminal exon. While the phenomenon of APA has been known for decades, only recently has the extent of APA been fully appreciated (7) . The majority of human genes contain at least two polyA sites (PAS; ref. 8) , and widespread APA has been shown in multiple organisms and systems (7) . In general, proliferative cells, such as induced pluripotent stem cells and cancer cells, show a global shortening of 3 0 UTRs as compared with their less proliferative counterparts (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . As most regulation of gene expression mediated by 3 0 UTRs is repressive, it is generally assumed that a truncated 3 0 UTR will result in higher mRNA and/or protein levels. This assumption has proven valid, with measurements of mRNA and protein abundance during altered APA reflecting changes in 3 0 UTR length; for example, Mayer and Bartel showed that 3 0 UTR shortening of oncogene mRNAs in cancer cells leads to increased protein abundance (11) .
APA patterns have the potential to be used as a diagnostic tool for distinguishing tumor types, as shown by Singh and colleagues (15) using mRNA expression arrays. In this study, the authors were able to define molecular signatures with which they could very accurately distinguish between leukemia/lymphoma cancer subtypes in a mouse model system. Importantly, the cancer subtypes were assigned as "histologically and immunophenotypically indistinguishable," thus showing the usefulness of this novel approach. The authors went on to show that molecular signatures based on APA could also be identified in previously published microarray data, indicating measurement of APA could be a powerful diagnostic tool in human patients.
Because of the great potential for gene regulation by APA, as well as the potential to use APA measurement as a diagnostic tool, we hypothesized that altered APA contributes to progression of CRC, and that measurement of APA may be used for discovery of novel biomarkers. Thus, we analyzed APA in different stages of CRC development, using a series of samples from normal colon mucosa, colorectal adenomas, and colorectal carcinomas. As the pathogenesis of CRC is considered a paradigm for multistep carcinogenesis, our results outline a strategy to efficiently identify genes with altered APA in various types of human cancer and other diseases that can be used as novel biomarkers and potentially targeted for disease prevention or treatment.
Materials and Methods

Collection of human tissue samples
Fresh tissue samples from 26 colorectal carcinomas, 26 colorectal adenomas, and 15 healthy control colon mucosa were collected at the department of pathology of the University medical center (VUmc), Amsterdam, the Netherlands. All samples were examined by one experienced pathologist (GM). Colorectal carcinomas and adenomas were used when more than 70% of epithelial component was present in the examined tissue section. All healthy control samples were collected along with tumor resections, were cancer free and the tissue samples showed normal histology. Clinical information of all individuals is listed in Table 1 . The study was carried out in accordance with the code for proper secondary use of human tissue in the Netherlands by the Federation of Medical Scientific Societies. TRIzol (Invitrogen) was used to isolate the total RNA of the samples following the manufacturer's protocol. Total RNA quantity was determined with a Nanodrop ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Isogen) and quality was assessed in a 1% agarose gel, stained with ethidium bromide.
Microsatellite markers status
Microsatellite status was established using the MSI Analysis System (MSI Multiplex System Version 1.2, Promega) containing the BAT-25, BAT-26, NR-21, NR-24, MONO-27 nearly monomorphic markers according to the manufacturer's instructions. The obtained PCR products were separated on an ABI 3130 DNA sequencer (Applied Biosystems) and analyzed by GeneScan 3100 (Applied Biosystems). Tumors were considered as microsatellite instable (MSI) when 2 or more markers showed length changes (instability).
Construction of 3
0 -Seq libraries Libraries were prepared essentially as described previously (16) . Briefly, polyadenylated mRNA was fragmented, reverse transcription was conducted with an anchored oligo(d)T primer containing an adaptor sequence, and second strand synthesis was conducted. This double-stranded cDNA was then ligated to another adaptor, size-selection was conducted, and PCR was conducted using primers targeting the adaptor sequences to generate the final sequencing libraries. The 3 0 -Seq libraries were sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq system. For detailed methods, see Supplementary Methods.
Analysis of 3
0 Seq data 3 0 -seq analysis was conducted as described previously (16) . Briefly, reads were aligned to the human genome (hg18) using Bowtie (17) allowing up to 2 mismatches in the first 28 bp seed region. To also obtain alignment of reads covering cleavage sites, and thus containing an untemplated
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0 UTR cleavage site were tested for significant relationship between PAS usage and condition using c 2 test. To determine if shift was toward proximal or distal cleavage site for each transcript in each condition, we calculated a weighted mean of PAS index, weighing each PAS according to its reads coverage. For more details, see Supplementary Methods.
Gene expression analysis 3 0 Seq allows one not only to identify PASs and quantify their usage but also to obtain estimates for gene expression levels. As an estimate for expression levels we summed reads from all of a gene's isoforms as measured by reads mapping to a 3 0 UTR PAS. Quantile normalization was applied before comparing expression levels between samples.
3
0 PCR Five hundred nanogram of the total RNA was fragmented with fragmentation buffer (Ambion) for 5 minutes at 70 C. The fragmented total RNA was precipitated and the first strand of cDNA was synthesized using SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's instructions with the P7-t25-vn oligo-dT primer described in Supplementary Methods.
qRT-PCR was conducted with standard SYBR Green protocols using P7-primer and the gene-specific forward primers listed in table S1. Reactions were conducted in triplicate and the median Ct value was used for further analysis. Significance between sample types for each gene was determined with a Welch t test, using the BenjaminiHochberg method for multiple testing correction.
PANTHER analysis
Analysis of enrichment of functional groups was conducted at PANTHERdb.org (18) using the "Compare gene lists" options in the Gene Expression Data Analysis Research Tool (19) . The various gene lists described in the Results section consist only of genes with altered APA with a P value of more than 0.05, with shorter or longer describing negative or positive DPAS_J values, respectively. A list of all genes for which we obtained data in each comparison was used as the reference. Only functional groups containing at least 4 genes with altered APA and P < 0.01 are presented.
Results
Global analysis of APA patterns in colorectal cancer by 3 0 Seq Our first goal was to directly measure global patterns of APA during adenoma to carcinoma progression. To achieve this, we used 3 0 Seq, a method we recently developed to assay APA (16) . The 3 0 Seq method is presented in Fig. 1A and outlined in the Materials and Methods section. We measured APA in human tissue samples from 5 colorectal carcinomas, 6 colorectal adenomas, and 4 normal colon mucosae. Sequencing statistics are presented in Supplementary Fig. S1 . We obtained information on 7,035 cleavage sites, representing 6,306 genes, in the combined samples, with 2 or more cleavage sites detected in 656 genes. 3 0 Seq data can be directly visualized in the UCSC genome browser, as shown by the modified genome browser view presented in Fig. 1B .
Next, we determined changes in patterns of APA by analysis of the distribution of obtained reads over different cleavage sites for a gene (for details see Materials and Methods). We observed significant changes in APA (P < 0.05, c 2 test) in 286 genes from normal mucosa to adenoma, 322 from adenoma to carcinoma, and 304 from normal mucosa to carcinoma. APA is known to mainly have 2 Supplementary Fig. S2A ). An example of each type of APA is presented in Fig. 1B . The mRNA of pyridoxal kinase (PDXK) displays UTR-APA and undergoes a shift from the distal cleavage site (relative to the coding sequence) to a more proximal cleavage site within a single 3 0 UTR in a single 3 0 terminal exon. In contrast, peptidylprolyl isomerase E (PPIE) is an example of a change in CR-APA, with a shift to an alternate 3 0 terminal exon changing both the coding sequence and 3 0 UTR. PPIE and PDXK are also examples of different genes that begin to undergo changes in APA from normal to adenoma during CRC progression (PPIE) and those that change later on from adenoma to carcinoma (PDXK).
Global mRNA shortening is observed during colorectal adenoma to carcinoma progression Interestingly, global analysis of the genes that showed UTR-APA changes showed mRNA 3 0 -UTR shortening, or a shift toward the proximal PAS, from adenoma to carcinoma or from normal colon to carcinoma (158/240; P ¼ 1.1E-6 and 139/230; P ¼ 1.9E-3, respectively; 2-tailed binomial test; see Supplementary Fig. S2B ). In contrast, no significant global shift toward shortening or lengthening was observed in the genes showing altered APA from normal mucosa to adenoma (105/216; n.s.). The proliferative nature of normal colon tissue in addition to the heterogeneity of human patient samples may explain this lack of difference. Thus, global induction of mRNA 3 0 -UTR shortening by UTR-APA is observed during colorectal adenoma to carcinoma progression. (Shortening vs. lengthening was determined on the basis of PAS_J scores, a metric which determines the center of mass of all reads mapping to cleavage sites within a 
APA changes may be driven by increased expression of cleavage and polyadenylation factors
It has been proposed that changes in PAS usage can result from differential cleavage and polyadenylation efficiencies between 2 conditions ( Fig. 2A) , which can theoretically be caused by an increase in abundance of cleavage and polyadenylation factors, structural changes of the mRNA, or an altered rate of transcription (7) . Inspecting our data, we found increased expression of cleavage and polyadenylation factors during CRC progression. We used 3 0 Seq data to quantify the expression of the genes encoding the cleavage and polyadenylation machinery during CRC progression by summing reads from all of a gene's isoforms. Using the cleavage/polyadenylation gene list generated by Ji and colleagues (10, 20) , we found that of the 44 genes for which we obtained expression data, 36 were more highly expressed (mean log 2 expression ¼ 0.53; range ¼ À0.70 to 2.96) in carcinoma than normal mucosa, demonstrating a significant increase (P ¼ 1.3E-5; binomial test, 1 tailed) in expression of this set of genes during CRC progression (Fig. 2B) . As increased abundance of 3 0 end processing factors is predicted to induce cleavage at inefficient proximal PASs, leading to 3 0 UTR shortening, this finding indicates that differential processing is at least partially responsible for the perceived APA changes during CRC progression.
Functional enrichment of genes displaying altered APA
Next, we examined whether there are enriched functional groups among the genes displaying altered APA (P < 0.05 in the 3 0 Seq analysis). We used the online tool PANTHER (18, 19) to search for overrepresented functional groups in genes displaying 3 0 UTR shortening or lengthening by UTR-APA in the transition from normal tissue to adenoma, adenoma to carcinoma, and normal tissue to carcinoma, or in genes displaying CR-APA changes in either direction in the above comparisons (as CR-APA results in a different 3 0 UTR rather than just a shorter or longer one, we ignored the direction of the shift). The results of this comparison are shown in Table 2 . Genes displaying CR-APA changes are mostly enriched for categories involving cell-cell adhesion, indicating a role for misregulation of genes that mediate cell-cell interactions in CRC development. In general, genes that display 3 0 UTR shortening by UTR-APA are enriched for the categories of cell cycle, DNA and RNA binding, and RNA splicing, whereas those that display 3 0 UTR lengthening are enriched for categories such as cell-cell adhesion and extracellular matrix. Under the assumption that UTR length is inversely correlated with expression, our functional enrichment analysis seems to indicate that changes in APA patterns induce cell cycle and nucleic acid binding and processing genes during cancer development, while repressing genes mediating the interaction of cells with their external environment. We went on to compare the extent of APA changes with changes in mRNA abundance, which revealed no global correlation ( Supplementary Fig. S3 ). Thus, it seems that both UTR-APA and CR-APA are altered during CRC development but that this does not lead to global directional change in mRNA abundance. This finding does not, however, address regulation of translation, which is known to be a mechanism of both miRNA (21) and RBP (22) mediated repression.
APA patterns as novel biomarkers
To test the potential of using APA patterns as novel biomarkers, we used 3 0 PCR, a QPCR-based method to measure APA (Fig. 3A and (proximal PAS À distal PAS) , thus a smaller value indicates increased usage of the proximal polyA sites (PAS) in relation to the distal. Ã , P < 0.05; ÃÃ , P < 10 À2 ; ÃÃÃ , P < 10 À3 (Welch t test, Benjamini-Hochberg corrected for multiple testing). E, results of the 3 0 -PCR method for matched sets of normal carcinoma. Each individual sample is represented by a black dot, and each line connects the normal tissue sample to the carcinoma sample from the same patient. P values (paired t test) are displayed in lower right corner.
relative abundance of each mRNA form, rather than relying on a subtractive analysis that would be required using typical RT-QPCR techniques. Using this technique we assayed APA patterns of genes that showed significant and substantial APA changes in the 3 0 Seq experiment in 13 normal colon mucosa, 20 colorectal adenomas, and 22 colorectal carcinomas. Figure 3 shows that APA patterns show promise as novel disease biomarkers. The genes dermokine (DMKN) and PPIE show significant APA changes between normal colon mucosa and adenoma (P < 0.0014 and P < 0.00062, respectively; Welch t test with Benjamini-Hochberg correction) or between normal muscosa and carcinoma (P < 0.00040 and P < 1.5E-5, respectively) with a shift toward increased usage of the proximal (relative to the coding region) PAS in relation to the distal. In addition, the APA shifts of PPIE and PDXK are significant from colorectal adenoma to carcinoma (P < 0.013 and P < 0.00016, respectively). When analyzing APA patterns within individual patients, using matched normal mucosa and colorectal carcinoma, we found that the reported APA shifts also occurred consistently and significantly within individual patients (Fig. 3E) . These results confirm the 3 0 Seq findings in both a larger cohort of human patients and in individual patients, and indicate that our strategy could be valuable in discovering novel biomarkers.
Adenoma samples could be further subdivided by the existence of chromosomal aberrations (gains of 8q, 13q, and 20q), and the carcinomas subdivided as microsatellite stable or instable. Supplementary Fig. S4 shows that analysis of each subgroup individually yields similar results as the combined samples, even though the combined data do not represent the percentages of each type of adenoma and carcinoma in the general patient population (5) . Although the results when comparing tumor subgroups are not statistically significant, visual inspection of the data suggests the potential to distinguish tumor subtypes with this kind of analysis. Notably, comparison of abundance of either the proximal or distal APA isoforms to that of a control gene was less effective in distinguishing tissue types than direct comparison of the isoforms (Supplementary Fig. S5 ). Thus, it appears to be the balance between isoforms, rather than the abundance of one isoform or the other, which is associated with CRC progression, demonstrating the utility of measuring APA patterns rather than simple mRNA abundance (as is modus operandi in analysis of gene expression data and signature/biomarker development). Overall, these results indicate that measurement of APA patterns is promising in discovery and implementation of novel biomarkers for cancer and other diseases.
Discussion
In this study, we conducted global direct measurement of 3 0 ends of mRNAs during human CRC progression and identified changing patterns of APA in genes involved in cell cycle, RNA and DNA binding, and interaction with the extracellular environment. As cancer progression involves alterations in both cellular proliferation and phenotype, it is likely that many of the APA changes described in this study contribute to these aspects of cancer progression. QPCRbased measurements of APA in a selected group of genes in an independent series of CRC patient samples confirmed the findings of the global analysis, including in paired samples, and reinforce the validity of using this strategy to discover novel biomarkers.
APA has typically been measured either by northern blot or by microarrays using a "subtractive" analysis approach, but the potential to study APA has recently improved substantially with the availability of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology. A number of NGS-based methods to directly measure APA patterns have been developed, including the one used in the present study (13, 23, 24) . This has advantages over traditional microarrays; one, common to most NGS experiments, is the ability to assay sequences that were not identified a priori, that is, spotted on a microarray. In terms of APA, NGS technology has an additional advantage over microarrays in that it allows direct measurement of usage of each PAS rather than relying on comparing probes within different regions of a 3 0 UTR. Measurement of APA by microarray is also less comprehensive, as one is limited to the genes which contain probes in appropriate sites in the 3 0 UTR. There are a number of aspects that set this study of APA apart from others. To our knowledge, this is the first study to directly measure global APA during cancer progression in a group of human patient samples and validate these APA patterns in an independent series of human patients. Other studies that globally measured APA in cancer were conducted with cancer cell lines rather than human patient samples (24) , and previous studies that assayed patient samples were based on indirect measurements using microarrays and were not validated in another independent series (15) . By combining a large number of human patient samples, NGS-based technology, and a novel QPCR-based technique, we were able to identify and confirm substantial and significant APA changes during human colorectal adenoma to carcinoma progression.
Our approach measures and distinguishes UTR-APA, where the alternative cleavage sites reside in one 3 0 UTR exon, from CR-APA, where alternative cleavage sites reside in different 3 0 UTR exons. The potential effect of altered UTR-APA on gene expression is easier to interpret than that of CR-APA, as the latter frequently involves changes in protein sequence in addition to an entire switch of 3 0 UTRs. As the majority of UTR-APA changes are likely to induce gene expression upon mRNA shortening, its effect has been investigated in many studies (7) . However, our data indicate that CR-APA changes are also quite common and also deserve research attention. Our results provide a resource for additional experimental and computational studies to assess the usefulness of UTR-APA and CR-APA patterns as potential biomarkers for cancer and as targets of therapeutics.
We found evidence that APA changes were the result of increased expression of the cleavage and polyadenylation machinery. Another potential mechanism leading to perceived APA changes is differential degradation of isoforms.
For example, if a gene has 2 APA isoforms, one containing a miRNA target site and one lacking it, an increase in abundance or activity of the miRNA would lead to enhanced degradation of the miRNA site-containing transcripts, which would be perceived as an APA shift toward the isoform lacking the APA site. Indeed, we saw some indication of differential degradation during CRC progression (data not shown), and this mechanism will be further explored in future studies. Importantly, knowledge of the relative contribution of differential processing and degradation to perceived APA is not required for the use of APA patterns as biomarkers, as our data show that comparison of the isoforms is sufficient.
In addition to providing valuable information on potential biomarkers, the changes in APA patterns measured by this technique undoubtedly reflect physiological changes that contribute to tumorigenesis. Further investigation of these changes at the global and individual gene levels will likely reveal new genes and pathways that can be targeted in cancer treatment and prevention. For example, one of the genes revealed by this study, PPIE, is known to regulate the function of MLL, a transcriptional coactivator with roles in hematopoiesis and leukemia (25) . Through its proline isomerase activity, it can change the conformation of MLL from a transcriptional activator to a repressor, affecting a whole repertoire of developmentally regulatory genes.
Another of the identified genes is DMKN. This gene is known to have several isoforms, derived from multiple transcription start sites, alternative exons, and PAS sites (26) . The b/c-isoforms have been shown to be secreted markers for early stage colorectal carcinoma (27) , with the c-isoform making use of an earlier PAS site. In our data, we observed an APA shift toward a proximal PAS site in adenoma compared with normal tissue. Therefore, although previous studies indicate alternative splicing/polyadenylation is a marker for early stage colorectal carcinoma, our data indicate this event may occur even earlier in cancer progression.
Finally, PDXK codes for a gene critical in the metabolism of vitamin B6, phosphorylating the immature vitamin B6 to make its bioactive form. Although this bioactive form of vitamin B6 has been associated with prevention of DNA lesions (28) and a reduced risk of CRC (29) , the PDXK gene itself is still largely unknown in the field of cancer. Notably, another 3 0 Seq dataset from our lab from breast cancer patients also showed a highly significant APA shift for PDXK (data not shown), suggesting a more general role for this gene.
Future studies will elucidate the role of APA regulation in driving tumorigenesis through the discussed genes, as well as others. Moreover, Singh and colleagues showed that ovarian cancer cells that are resistant or sensitive to cisplatin show distinct APA patterns (15) , providing further support for the usefulness of this type of approach for improving cancer therapy.
The strategy presented here can theoretically be used to identify APA-based biomarkers for many types of cancer and other diseases. The process of first identifying potential candidates through a global analysis and then validating some of the most altered genes by QPCR in a larger cohort can be used to quickly and efficiently identify novel biomarkers. Exploiting QPCR technology provides the added advantage of requiring very little starting material, which is particularly relevant with human patient samples where the amount of material available is often limited. We present here a proof of principle of this process and provide 3 examples.
In conclusion, we directly measured global patterns of APA during human CRC progression and went on to show in an independent series of human patient samples that these APA patterns can be valuable as novel biomarkers. We believe that our strategy can be used in many human cancers and other diseases to identify genes that are novel biomarkers and can potentially be targeted in disease prevention and treatment.
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